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r 1.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Pestman Enterprise is a privately possessed innovation item organization that will
make our organization is an entrenched organization as other contender through our
extraordinary and brilliant showcasing technique of our organization. Pestman Enterprise will
deliver another innovation item at reasonable cost.
This business depends on partnership which is including of five members. The
individuals comprise of General Manager, Administration Manager, Operational Manager,
Marketing Manager and Financial Manager. There are distinctive sorts of obligation between
our administrators. To begin with is our General Manager. His obligation are arranging and
actualizing arrangement of organization, settle on choice in administration business and to
states the vision and mission of the organization. Administration Manager, his duty are help
in executing arrangement of organization, decide the wages and compensations got by
laborers and contribute the rates of pay rates to the EPF and SOCSO, and settle on the
choices with respect to regulatory errand and office works. After that, Financial Manager, her
obligation are prompting and observing cash development in organization kept up the
monetary of organization, mastermind and deal with the credit installment, and arranged the
report of organization's wage.. Next, Operating Manager, his obligation are overseeing
exercises happen in business, decide the overhead prerequisite and decide the sort and
measure of crude material. Lastly, Marketing Manager, his works are informing and checking
opportunity with respect to benefit, recognize the contenders and create showcasing system.
This product based on a ready technology that we have, which is aromatic air
freshner. We just converted it by using innovation to the automatic super sprayer by changing
the liquid used to the furadan. We use the same system as the ready product that work in a
appropriate time adjusted by the handler. So, the insect pest are fully controlled by the
automatic super sprayer at the oil palm nursery. This product operate in auto mode that using
the battery. It has a frequency time adjustable 3minutes up to 2 hours with a ratio 1 sprayer
for the lmeter square.
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To advance our item, we utilize standard, flyers and notice. We plan to publicize our
business successfully by putting notice and flag close to lodging site, school, college and
around of town. To pull in client to purchase our item, we utilize brilliant shading yet at the
same time straightforward on our promotion. Since individuals are effortlessly impact to
online networking, we recognize the capability of utilizing web media as the wellspring of
advancing our business. We advance our item through Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. By
completely using or bridling this media, we accept that we can publicize our business viably
to our focused on client assemble.
Our objective in the operational arrangement is to ensure that our item can fulfill and
meet the enthusiasm for the business division. Moreover, we also have picked the correct
range to maintain our business and the most critical things that the region of our business is
shielded from undesirable happen. The accessibility of business runs legitimately additionally
get to be distinctly one of the essential things that we nurture case promoting territory close
from the essential street, have an electrical supply, water supply and enough laborer to
maintain our business. Also, we will ensure that our item quality dependably ensured and
enhance every now and then. Likewise, we additionally will guarantee that client will be
anything but difficult to buy our item with no issues, accessible to control the productivity of
laborers, practicality and keep up the level quality from provider our crude material.
The budgetary arrangement is the last stride in the planning of a marketable strategy.
A money related arrangement consolidates every single budgetary that got from the working
spending plan, advertising spending plan, and authoritative spending plan. In view of the
budgetary information, we would realize that our organization can accomplish its objective or
not. Additionally, budgetary information is critical to know whether our organization can
pick up benefit from payor misfortune. The essential of our money related arrangement is to
guarantee that our underlying capital is adequate and to be utilized as a rule for usage. We
can to assess regardless of whether this proposition is on course by budgetary arrangement.
Without the budgetary arrangement, we would not know whether this proposition is on right
track or something else.
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